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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.1

This Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) has been produced on behalf of Peveril Homes
Ltd by Armstrong Stokes & Clayton in support of the proposed development of land
located to the west of Burton Road, West Tutbury, Staffordshire.

1.1.2

This FRA has been prepared in accordance with PPS25/PPS25 Development and
Flood Risk Practice Guidance and in consultation with the Environment Agency.

1.1.3

This FRA has also been prepared in accordance with East Staffordshire Borough
Council’s Level 1 and Level 2 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA).
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2

EXISTING SITE

2.1

General

2.1.1

The application site has a gross area of approx. 15.2ha and is located to the south
east of West Tutbury, Staffordshire. The site boundary is indicated on the OS based
site location plan included within Appendix A.

2.1.2

The site is Greenfield consisting of open grazing land divided up by various post and
rail fence/hedge field boundaries. There are no significant features identified within
the site boundary.

2.1.3

The site is bound to the north by an area of dense vegetation/scrub and residential
property beyond, to the west by existing residential property and Green Lane. It is
bound to the east by the Burton Road (A511) and to the south by further open
grazing land.

2.1.4

A small pond is located within the dense undergrowth, immediately adjacent to the
northern boundary. The purpose of this pond is unknown.

2.1.5

The existing site layout is indicated on the topographical survey Dwg No.
13583_OGL produced by Greenhatch Group included within Appendix B.

2.2

Levels

2.2.1

The contoured topographical survey confirms that the site falls predominantly from
the south west to the north east by approx. 10m. The lowest spot level shown is
79.04m AOD where the site bounds the A511 Burton Road roundabout. The highest
spot level shown is 89.49m AOD towards the south western corner of the site. The
south western corner itself falls away to the west towards Green Lane, the lowest
level within the site boundary being approx. 87.70m AOD.

2.3

Foul Drainage

2.3.1

The public sewer records have been obtained from Severn Trent Water Limited
(STWL). It is evident from the records that the nearest public foul/combined sewer is
a 225mm diameter located within Ironwalls Lane and Green Lane. STWL
correspondence and record plan illustrating approximate location of the public
sewers is included within Appendix C.

2.3.2

The existing site is Greenfield and therefore does not benefit from any existing foul
drainage systems.

2.4

Surface Water Drainage

2.4.1

The public sewer records confirm that the nearest public surface water sewers are
225mm diameter and located within Cromwell Close and the northern portion of the
site. The sewer within the site would appear to be an overflow discharging to the
existing pond north of the site boundary. STWL correspondence and record plan
illustrating approximate location of the public sewers is included within Appendix C.
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2.4.2

The site is Greenfield and therefore does not benefit from any existing positive
surface water drainage systems.

2.4.3

Based on existing local topography, it is clear that the site falls within the Greenfield
catchment of the River Dove. An assessment of the Greenfield run-off from the site
has been made using the IH 124 method, giving an average (QBAR) discharge of
76.1l/s which equates to a Greenfield rate of 5.01l/s/ha. A copy of the rural run-off
calculations produced with the Micro Drainage software suite is included within
Appendix E.
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3

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

3.1

General

3.1.1

It is proposed to provide a predominantly residential development consisting of a
total of 224 units together with approx. 1800m2 of B1 office accommodation to the
south east.

3.1.2

The proposed development layout is included within Appendix D.

3.2

Levels

3.2.1

The proposed finished ground floor levels are yet to be determined, however, they
will generally reflect the existing topography.

3.3

Foul Drainage

3.3.1

Based on a residential development of 224 units, the peak foul drainage discharge
generated will be approx. 10.4l/s.

3.3.2

Assuming occupancy of 1 person/15m2, the maximum occupancy of the proposed
B1 office accommodation will be 120 persons. Based on a maximum discharge of
100l/person/day the peak foul discharge will be less than approx. 1.0l/s.

3.3.3

It is proposed to connect the foul drainage from the development to the 225mm
diameter public foul sewer located at the junction of Ironwalls Lane and Burton
Road. A short length of off site outfall sewer laid within Burton Road will be
necessary but, as no third party land will be involved, this could be constructed by
the developer without the need for a requisition agreement. With consideration of the
invert level of the public sewer and the site topography a pumped outfall will be
required to connect to the public sewer network.

3.3.4

It may be necessary for STWL to carry out a capacity check of the existing public
foul sewer network to confirm the available capacity and the scope of any off site
improvement works that may be required.

3.3.5

It is expected that the main on site foul sewers will be offered to STWL for adoption
under Section 104 of the Water Industry Act 1991.

3.4

Surface Water Drainage

3.4.1

In accordance with PPS25, a surface water drainage strategy will be required that
does not increase discharge levels and therefore does not increase the risk of
flooding to other areas. Furthermore, the surface water drainage strategy should
actively seek to reduce positive discharge levels via the use of SUDS (Sustainable
Urban Drainage Systems) wherever possible.
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3.4.2

Whilst no specific information relating to soil infiltration rates is available, based on
ground investigation information, the entire site is indicated to be underlain by
boulder clay and/or mudstone which are highly unlikely to be suitable for the use of
soakaways. The soil index value of 0.45 indicated by the rural run off calculations
also suggests low permeability.

3.4.3

In order to fully confirm the viability of infiltration SUDS techniques it will be
necessary to carry out percolation testing on site in accordance with BRE Digest
365.

3.4.4

Based on the information currently available in respect of ground conditions, it is
clear that the surface water strategy cannot rely on the use of infiltration SUDS
techniques. On site attenuation will therefore be essential in restricting surface water
run-off from the proposed development. Preference should always be given to above
ground attenuation techniques such as ponds, swales, etc. wherever possible.

3.4.5

Discounting infiltration SUDS techniques at this stage, the proposed surface water
drainage strategy should consider the incorporation of the following SUDS options
at the detailed design stage.
Domestic/Office Roof Run-Off
-

Water Butts (incorporating overflows)

-

Rainwater / Grey Water Harvesting

Highways/Hardstanding Areas
-

Above Ground Attenuation (detention pond/s or swales)

-

Below Ground Attenuation (cellular storage or oversized pipes/culverts)

3.4.6

Permeable paving may also be a consideration at the detailed design stage as it can
prove effective where ground conditions are not suitable for primary infiltration
techniques.

3.4.7

The proposed surface water/highway drainage network that will utilise attenuation
SUDS will require a restricted Greenfield equivalent discharge. Whilst the site lies
within the River Dove catchment, the nearest ditch/watercourse to the site that has
been identified at this stage is the Mill Fleam, approx. 700m to the north. Further
investigation beyond the scope of the topographical survey will be required to
identify a suitable outfall location closer to the site. It is likely that an off site surface
water outfall sewer will be required and, depending on its route and outfall location,
it may need to be laid within 3rd party land and thus will need to be constructed
under a requisition agreement.

3.4.8

An outfall to a watercourse will require the consent under the Land Drainage Act
1991 from the relevant authority as well as any relevant riparian owners.
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3.4.9

The existing pond to the northern boundary of the site has been investigated, and
whilst STWL have a surface water sewer discharging to the pond, there does not
appear to be a positive outfall from the pond and thus the pond has been discounted,
at this stage, as a potential outfall for surface water flows from the new development.

3.4.10

Based on the current proposed development layout, it is estimated that approx. 40%,
of the gross site area, approx. 6.08ha, will become impermeable. It has also been
estimated that up to half of the impermeable area, approx 3.04ha, will be associated
with adoptable highways or other hardstanding areas.

3.4.11

With consideration of the Greenfield run-off from the pre-developed site as
illustrated within paragraph 2.4.3, flows generated by the post development in excess
of this will need to be attenuated on site for the 100 year + 30% climate change
event. Should this not be possible, flood flow paths taking flood water away from
buildings will need to be demonstrated.

3.4.12

The final outfall point for the restricted discharge from the proposed development
will need to be agreed with the relevant authorities prior to detailed design.
However, with consideration of the distance to the nearest watercourse and the
possibility of having to access third party land for this outfall, a limited surface water
discharge to the existing combined sewer at the junction of Ironwalls Lane and
Burton Road is to be pursued.

3.4.13

When considering the existing catchment of the 225mm diameter sewer with a
gradient of 1:94.05 and a pipe capacity of 47.0l/s it is unlikely that this sewer has
sufficient spare capacity to accept the Greenfield run-off from the development site
as illustrated within paragraph 2.4.3. With this in mind, it is proposed to discharge
10.0l/s surface water flow from the development to the existing combined sewer. It
should be noted that this discharge figure and the connection to the combined sewer
will need the approval of STWL.

3.4.14

With consideration of the site topography a pumped outfall to existing manhole 4501
will be necessary.

3.4.15

With consideration of the current proposed development layout and existing
topography, there is scope to provide staged attenuation systems to serve the
development. It would be feasible to provide open and/or below ground attenuation
for the majority of the developments surface water run-off within the landscape areas
located centrally within the site as illustrated on the Architects layout within
Appendix D. Preliminary attenuation calculations for an off-line detention pond have
been prepared using the Micro Drainage software suite to give an indication of the
attenuation volume and pond plan and swale areas that would be required. The
calculations have been based on a 1.5m deep pond/swale (1.2m effective) with 1 in 4
side slopes. The critical duration for a 1 in 100 year event plus a 30% allowance for
climate change has been used with a discharge of 60.0l/s. Using these design criteria,
it will be necessary to attenuate approx. 1649m3 within a pond and associated
swales, occupying a total plan area of approx. 2890m2.
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3.4.16

In addition, the current proposed development layout constraints prohibit the pond
and swales being of sufficient size to accommodate all of the attenuation necessary
for the development. With this in mind, a two stage below ground attenuation system
will also be required within the site. The first stage, which will support the ponds
and swales, could take the form of underground cellular storage. A copy of the
preliminary calculations included within Appendix E illustrates that 1112.0m3 of
cellular attenuation with a limited discharge of 16.0l/s will be required, located
adjacent to the pond. Alternatively, this could take the form of pipe storage situated
within the adjacent highway.

3.4.17

The area to the north east corner of the site, downstream of the new pond and at the
lowest point of the site, will need to include the second phase of below ground
surface water attenuation. This will be located within the highway and is likely to
take the form of oversized pipework or a box culvert, in an on-line arrangement.
Preliminary attenuation calculations for an on-line box culvert have been prepared
using the Micro Drainage software suite and give an indication of the attenuation
volume and size of pipe/culvert required. At this stage, the calculations have been
based on a 2100 x 1500mm culvert. As with the pond and cellular attenuation, the
critical duration for a 1 in 100 year event plus a 30% allowance for climate change
has been used with a maximum discharge of 10.0l/s. The combined flow from the
upstream pond/swales and cellular attenuation system of 76.0l/s will also drain into
this catchment. Using these design criteria, it will be necessary to attenuate approx.
551m3 in 180m of 2100 x 1500mm culvert. A copy of the preliminary box culvert
calculations is included within Appendix E.

3.4.18

It should be noted that the preliminary calculations included within this report are
indicative and intended to provide a conservative and robust approach. The detailed
design calculations/simulations will be subject to the technical approval of the
relevant adopting authority and the Environment Agency. Should domestic water
butts be proposed, then overflows to the attenuated systems will be necessary and an
allowance has been included for this within the hydraulic calculations.

3.4.19

Whilst the site does not lie within a groundwater Source Protection Zone (SPZ), the
proposed surface water drainage system should be designed in accordance with all
relevant Environment Agency Pollution Prevention Guidance (PPG).

3.4.20

It is expected that the main on site surface water sewers serving the development
will be offered to either STWL or the Highway Authority for adoption, depending on
the areas they serve and the final outfall arrangement.

3.4.21

As STWL or the Highway Authority is unlikely to adopt the off-line attenuation
features, a future maintenance regime, will need to be agreed with the Environment
Agency and the LPA and secured by way of a planning condition.
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4

POTENTIAL SOURCES OF FLOODING

4.1

Fluvial/Tidal Flooding

4.1.1

The nearest potential source of fluvial flooding is represented by the River Dove
located approx. 1km to the north of the application site. The Mill Fleam, a manmade watercourse originally built to serve the old Tutbury cotton mill, runs between
the site and the River Dove to the north of the town, lies within the River Dove
floodplain.

4.1.2

The Environment Agency on line flood mapping, below, indicates that the site lies
outside of the River Dove floodplain. The site is therefore located within Flood Zone
1 and assessed as having a less than 1 in 1000 annual probability of fluvial or tidal
flooding in any year (<0.1%). This is confirmed by the SFRA

4.1.3

The SFRA and East Staffordshire Borough Council’s records confirm that there are
no recorded flooding incidents for this site.

4.2

Groundwater

4.2.1

No information is readily available with respect to groundwater flooding. We are not
aware of any specific existing problems.

4.2.2

The site is not located within an Environment Agency Source Protection Zone
(SPZ).

4.3

Foul & Surface Water Sewers

4.3.1

We are not aware of any flooding to the application site resulting from hydraulic
deficiencies with the existing public foul or surface water sewer networks.
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5

VULNERABILITY & COMPATIBILITY

5.1

General

5.1.1

In accordance with Table D2 of PPS25, residential development use is classified as
‘more vulnerable’ and office development is classified as ‘less vulnerable’.

5.1.2

In accordance with Table D3 of PPS25, both ‘more vulnerable’ and ‘less vulnerable’
development is suitable for location within Flood Zone 1.

5.2

Sequential Test

5.2.1

Annex D of PPS25 recommends that the risk based Sequential Test should be
applied at all stages of the planning process to steer new development to areas at the
lowest probability of flooding.

5.2.2

In accordance with PPS25 and the Environment Agency’s Standing Advice, the
Sequential Test is only required for sites located within Flood Zones 2 and 3.
Furthermore, as the proposed development will be located within Flood Zone 1, the
sequential process can be deemed to have been followed.

5.3

Exception Test

5.3.1

The Exception Test is not applicable in this instance.
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6

ASSESSMENT OF FLOOD IMPACT

6.1

Fluvial Flooding

6.1.1

As the site is located within Flood Zone 1, the proposed development will be at low
risk of fluvial flooding and will not therefore increase the risk of flooding to other
areas via the displacement of floodwater.

6.2

Groundwater

6.2.1

To our knowledge the site is not susceptible to groundwater flooding. The proposed
development is unlikely to increase flood risk in this respect.

6.3

Surface Water

6.3.1

The implementation of a surface water drainage strategy, as identified within Section
3.4 of this report, will ensure that positive surface water run-off is restricted to
equivalent Greenfield levels thus ensuring that flood risk to the surrounding area is
not increased
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7

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1

General

7.1.1

The application site is located within Flood Zone 1 so the proposed development
will have a low probability of fluvial flooding.

7.1.2

In accordance with PPS25, the proposed development classifications are suitable for
location within Flood Zone 1.

7.1.3

To our knowledge, the site has not been subject to flooding from any source.

7.2

Mitigation Measures

7.2.1

No formal flood defence measures are proposed.

7.2.2

As the proposed development will not displace floodwater, no floodwater storage
mitigation measures are proposed.

7.2.3

The implementation of a sustainable surface water drainage strategy, as outlined
within Section 3.4 of this report, will ensure that flood risk via surface water run-off
to other areas is not increased.

7.3

Residual Flood Risk

7.3.1

No significant residual flood risks have been identified.

7.3.2

Safe routes of emergency access/egress will be readily available from all parts of the
proposed development.
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